ENVISIONEERS leverages an Expanded Learning Time model to re-imagine the way scholars learn in the classroom, after-school and in our communities.
WHO ARE WE

DELIVERING ELT PROGRAM TO PUBLIC MIDDLE SCHOOLS IN THE BAY AREA SINCE 2000.

WORKED WITH OVER 10,000 MIDDLE SCHOOL SCHOLARS AND 3,000 MENTORS

WE ARE A TEAM ON EACH CAMPUS COMPOSED OF:

● A FULL TIME CAMPUS DIRECTOR (SITE DIRECTOR)
● 2-3 FULL TIME STAFF WHO PUSH INTO THE DAY TO WORK WITH THE TEACHING STAFF
● 2-3 PART TIME STAFF WHO SUPPORT THE TEAM IN THE EXPANDED LEARNING TIME

YOUR OAKLAND MANAGING DIRECTOR OF PROGRAM IS GENE’A MITCHELL
genea.m@theenvisioneers.org

YOUR MONTERA CAMPUS DIRECTOR IS FADUMO FARAH
fadumo.f@theenvisioneers.org

Please feel free to email if you have questions or concerns
WHAT / WHERE

❖ WE MANAGE ALL AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES AT MONTERA FROM DISMISSAL UNTIL 6PM

❖ WE WORK WITH ALL CLUB TEACHERS, PTO AND ADMIN TO MAKE A SEAMLESS PROGRAM

❖ CLUBS AND SPORTS INFORMATION GOES OUT AFTER PROGRAM ADMISSION

❖ APPRENTICESHIP: ELT SCHOLARS PARTICIPATE IN APPRENTICESHIPS TWICE PER WEEK FOR 10 WEEKS LEARNING HANDS-ON SKILLS WITH VOLUNTEER MENTORS. THIS IS INCLUDED IN THE ELT PROGRAM.

DAILY SNACK INCLUDED
OUR OFFICE IS IN THE 400 BUILDING AT MONTERA

PICK UP IS IN THE BACK PARKING LOT (INSIDE THE 400 BUILDING IN BAD WEATHER). NO FRONT OF SCHOOL PICK UPS.

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY CHILD WHO IS AT SCHOOL AFTER DISMISSAL: WHETHER THEY ARE IN THE EXPANDED LEARNING PROGRAM, A CLUB, OR A SPORT

OUR FALL CLUBS ARE:
➢ THEATER
➢ JAZZ BAND
➢ ART
➢ SPORTS

SCHOLARS MEET IN THE MUR IMMEDIATELY AFTER SCHOOL AND ARE DISMISSED TO THEIR CLUB / ELT PROGRAM / SPORT AT THE APPROPRIATE TIME

CLUB / SPORT-ONLY SCHOLARS ARE SIGNED OUT IN THE CLUB ROOM AND PICKED UP AT THE TIME THE CLUB IS FINISHED FOR THE DAY.
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN SPORTS SHOULD FILL OUT THE SPORTS INTEREST FORM

TRYOUTS FOR FALL SPORTS WILL BE AUGUST 19-23

SPORTS IS $50/SPORT PER SEASON (PAID AFTER JOINING A TEAM)

SPORTS PARTICIPATION WILL ALSO REQUIRE REGISTRATION IN THE ENVISIONEERS AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM. YOU CAN REGISTER AFTER JOINING A TEAM ($30 ONE TIME FEE FOR AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM)

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT SPORTS OR EMAIL DARAL.SMITHII@OUSD.ORG
Push-In Classroom Support
Teaching Leads provide 1:1 or small group tutoring during the regular school-day to address scholars’ academic skills gaps and help them progress toward grade-level expectations.

AIM: Aspire, Invest, Make the Grade
Focused time that results in quality, on-time assignment completion and targeted learning outcomes.

Enrichment
Targeted activities that allow scholars to cultivate and grow skills by interacting in different social settings both on and off campus.

Apprenticeships
Engaging, hands on learning experiences targeted to develop scholar’s’ 21st century skills co-facilitated by an Envisioneers Mentor (EM) volunteer from various professions and our Teaching Leads. Held twice per week for 10 weeks.

Skills Lab
Scholars will receive targeted support and enrichment to help scholars excel in the foundational skills and knowledge in ELA, math, history, and science.
HOW WE DO IT

ALL GUARDIANS MUST CREATE AN ACCOUNT AND REGISTER THEIR SCHOLAR/S THROUGH REGPACK. THIS IS A ONE-TIME PROCESS AND THERE IS A ONE-TIME $30 REGISTRATION FEE FOR SCHOLARS.

COST

➢ SLIDING SCALE FEE BASED ON FAMILY SIZE AND INCOME (FREE - $325/MO)

➢ CLUB COSTS ARE PER SEMESTER - THE DAYS, TIMES, COST ARE IN REGPACK

❖ SECOND CHILD: COMPLETE REGISTRATION FOR YOUR FIRST SCHOLAR. THEN ADD ADDITIONAL SCHOLARS TO YOUR REGISTRATION FORM INSIDE REGPACK.

❖ CLUBS AND THE ELT PROGRAM ARE SIZE-LIMITED AND ACCEPTANCE IS FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED BASIS. FAMILIES ARE NOTIFIED BY FRIDAY AUGUST 5 IF YOU ARE ACCEPTED IMMEDIATELY OR ON THE WAITING LIST.

❖ WE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO BILL YOU FOR THE CLUB UNTIL WE KNOW HOW MANY SLOTS ARE AVAILABLE. YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED BY THE CLUB DIRECTLY WELL BEFORE THE CLUB STARTS.
REGISTRATION THROUGH REG PACK HERE

FEE SCALE HERE

- Note: The additional scholar fee is on the bottom of the page
- It will be automatically added in RegPack
- There is a monthly, quarterly, or annual payment option

You will be notified by the club directly well before the club starts. We can not bill you until the club mentor has given us the list of accepted scholars at which time we will open the RegPack billing for clubs.

The sooner you register, the greater chance that you will be accepted in the first round. Anyone who already did the Google form your space is guaranteed as long as your RegPack registration is in by Friday evening, August 5th. You were notified via email Monday August 1, 2022

Your Oakland Managing Director of Program is Gene’a Mitchell
genea.m@theenvisioneers.org

Your Montera Campus Director is Fadumo Farah
fadumo.f@theenvisioneers.org